Predictive risk factors of seizure-related injury in persons with epilepsy.
The clinical risk factors for seizure-related injuries (SRI) in adult persons with epilepsy (PWE) were studied and analyzed to develop a predictive model. We enrolled 300 consecutive cases from three epilepsy clinics in Northeast, Thailand. Subjects were eligible if reported to have at least one seizure attack during the past 12 months. Face-to-face questionnaire was used to evaluate SRI, baseline characteristics and other seizure-related variables. There were 247 and 91 PWE who met a criterion and had SRI, respectively. By multivariate logistic regression method, GTC seizure type, having history of seizure attacks at least 12 times/year, and daytime seizure were significant risk factors of having SRI with odds ratio of 2.376, 2.460, and 3.562, respectively. We developed the predictive model for having SRI in PWE and it gave 90.3% sensitivity and 46.7% specificity on the occurrence of SRI. The estimated probability of SRI can be found online at http://sribykku.webs.com/. The significant predictive factors for SRI in PWE were the occurrence of GTCs, seizures at least 12 times/year or daytime seizures. Clinicians or PWE can easily evaluate the risk of having SRI in individuals by the online predictive model.